High-order photobleaching of green fluorescent protein inside live cells in two-photon excitation microscopy.
Combination of green fluorescent protein (GFP) and two-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy (TPE) has been used increasingly to study dynamic biochemical events within living cells, sometimes even in vivo. However, the high photon flux required in TPE may lead to higher-order photobleaching within the focal volume, which would introduce misinterpretation about the fine biochemical events. Here we first studied the high-order photobleaching rate of GFP inside live cells by measuring the dependence of the photobleaching rate on the excitation power. The photobleaching rate under one- and two-photon excitation increased with 1-power and 4-power of the incident intensity, respectively, implying the excitation photons might interact with excited fluorophore molecules and increase the probability of photobleaching. These results suggest that in applications where two-photon imaging of GFP is used to study dynamic molecular process, photobleaching may ruin the imaging results and attention should be paid in interpreting the imaging results.